Joint Service Events Community
Privacy Policy JSECommunity

1: Our commitment to privacy
JSECommunity knows that you take your privacy seriously. We do, too. We are
committed to be transparent with you about our data practices and to give you
control over personal data we collect about you. We don’t sell your personal data
and by default your settings are privacy friendly. By default, your content is only
visible to people following you and you have full control over who can follow you. In
this Privacy Policy, we outline the reasons why we need to process your Personal
Data and the manner in which it is processed. You will also read about your rights
and what you can ask us to do with your personal data.
2: How do we process your personal data?
2.1: Creating an account
You can create an account and follow others. When you register for an account we
ask you to provide some basic information about yourself such as:
-

PSN name
Rockstar Social Club
Instagram
Gender
Birthdate
About me
Country
Website

We process this data as it is necessary to deliver JSECommunity to you ( legal
basis: the performance of the agreement).
2.2: Using JSECommunity with an account
As a registered user, you can start using JSECommunity. It is up to you how you use
JSECommunity. You can add photos and videos. Or you can manually join groups of
event managers to become invited into their meets. You can share your experience
with everyone, or just your friends or keep it entirely to yourself. And if you regret
sharing certain information, you can delete it.
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Depending on how you use JSECommunity, we process the following data:
● Your personal info, such as your PSN name, biography text and email
address
● Your added content, such as t reviews, photos, videos, friends, likes,
comments.
● Your searches
● Whom you follow and who follows you
We process this data as it is necessary for the performance of the agreement. The
data is useful for the JSECommunity event managers to invite and host events
based on the data which is shared on the platform.
You can delete all of your added content whenever you like. When you do, it will no
longer be visible to others and be deleted from our servers. You can also delete your
entire account.
2.3 Improving, securing and optimizing JSECommunity
JSECommunity is constantly in development. We need certain data to optimize your
experience and to improve the services. This concerns, for example, the following
data:
● How you interact with the website, such as search terms, pageviews and
messages
● Information collected by cookies and similar technologies
2.4 Cookies
When you visit our Website, small text files are stored on your computer,
smartphone or other device. These files are called cookies. Cookies help us to
function, analyze and personalize the website. We do not make use of tracking
cookies to personalize content or show advertisements.

